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~~AF''l~LR 1. INTR.~I~~~TI~I~T 
This case study is designed to examine the benefits and barriers a teacher encounters 
when ~~vorking a student. with special needs v~ho uses assistive technology devices for daily 
instructional tasks. Specifically, it ~~ill provide insight into ho~~v a teacher serves a student 
with special needs ~ha uses high technology systems such as computerized devices, as 
def fined by Lewis ~ 199 $ ), far learning tasks . 
This chapter provides general background infor~~nation about assistive technology, 
including ho~~' ass~stl~re technology services are acquired for students. Student uses of 
assistive technology devices ~~rill be discussed, as v~ell as the benefits and barriers of using 
these devices. These sections will be fallo~ved by the statement of the problerr~, research 
questions, limitations of the study, and finally, the definition of the terms related to the study. 
Background 
Assistive technolog~~ is an indirect result of the Education for Ali handicapped 
children .Act of 195 APL ~4-14? }which required "that the state provide a free appropriate 
public education ~FAPE} to students ~v-ith disabilities bet~~veen the ages of 3 and ? 1 residing 
.thin the ~Jnited States, except when its application to those people vr-auld be inconsistent 
with state lave or practice" {Weh~~neyer, Sands, Knowlton, & Kozleski, 2~~2, p. ~~}, This act 
allows all students ~vho attend school, a Free Appropriate Public Education ~FAPE~ in the 
least restrictive environment ~LI~E~. The la~~% is designed to assist stL~dents with special needs, 
sa they too, can experience acade~n~c success ~n a classroom setting. occasionally, special 
needs students require assistive technology devices to experience success in a classroom 
setting. 
.ccording to weh~neyer ~ 19~~~ an assistive technology device is "any piece of 
equipment or product system, whether acquired commercially, ofI'the shelf, modil~ed or 
customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities oI~ 
children ~~ith disabilities" gip. ~~~. ~pecif~cally, it is a tool designed to help students 
overcome a disability in the general classroo~~n or in the least restrictive envirorunent. These 
assistive technology tools, including the computerized devices a~ defined by Lev~Tis, allow 
teachers to n~odif~j and adapt. the student's instructional program whether the goal is targeted 
at academic or social success. 
~~veeny ~~003~ categorizes the a.ssistive technology tools which students use into 
three categories: low, Enid and high. The first assistive technology category involves the use 
of low-end technology. ~n e~:arnple of a low-end technology device that could be used in a 
classroom would be a poster hoardwith three pictures on it. The student points to one of the 
three pictures to communicate a. choice to the teacher or another individual. The mid category 
of technology would include a sn~.all electronic device such as a tape recorder, switch, or 
electronic organizers. ~'or e~a~nple, a tape recorder could be used b~j a student to hear a story 
read. aloud.. t~ student could use a switch to ~nal~e a request i~. the classroom., allo~~~ ing an 
increase in communication and social activities. High-end assistive technology tools a 
student. might. use include avoice- activated computer, word prediction programs, and 
alternative computer keyboards. I~lti~nately, the specil~c type of assistive technology rewired 
by a student is determined during an Individual educational Plan ~IEP~ meeting. 
During the a.nnua.l IEP meeting, the IEP team must address academic, behavioral and 
instructional areas, as well as the student's integration needs. To write an IEP, a team worl~s 
together to develop the best workable plan that fits lrlto the stude~lt's present level oI' 
educational performance and sets goals for the student to reach in a year. quarterly 
milestones are set for the student to meet in the upcoming school year. A special education 
teacher usuall~r monitors these milestones. Typically, the decls~on ~nal~ing team at an IEP 
meeting includes; the parents, the special education teacher, the general education teacher, 
the principal, and a ~ne~nber of the area Education 1~gency ~~~.~ assigned to a particular 
school district.. ~ssistive technology team. members are employed by the ~.E~s. These 
assistive technology team rnen~hers become part of the IEP team after the decision is made 
that the student needs assistive technology services. 
S~.ill areas addressed at this meeting include math, reading, writing, speech, beha~~ior, 
anal social, In addition, a section. of the IEP requires that the team discuss if the student might 
rewire the use of any ape of assistive technology. 
~..ssisti~-e technology became something e~.ucators could not ignore, v~th the passing 
of the Individuals ~7ith Disabilities Education A.Gt ~IDE~~ and the reauthorization of PL 94-~ 
1 ~~. A.n~end~nents to the IDEA. in 1 ~~7 include legislation that made it a require~~nent to 
consider assistive technology for all schools. As stated in Section ~ 14(d~, the IEP team. n~.ust 
"consider whether [a] child. needs assisti~fe technology devices and services" ~wel~.meyer, 
19~~, p. ~~.). If a student qualifies, the team then considers ~jhat services and screenings will 
take place and identifies which assistive technology devices are necessary to improve the 
student's learning environrrlent. 
Tl~e aSSistive technology team. determines the pOtentla-~ SerVlGes a.I1~ sGree~l.Irlgs 
needed for the student, at ~TI~Gh time an ~nd~vidual from the team is usually assigned to the 
student. First the ~~exnbers of the assistive technology team interview and collect data from 
classroo~~ teachers, parents, and. other individuals ~vho -night worl~ with the student during 
their school day. After those initial interviews and observations are done, the assistive 
technolog_y~ team's next j ob is to obser~7e what adaptations a.nd modifications are currently 
being done as part of the student's program needs. once these observations are co~~nplete the 
assistive technology team ~-nakes reco~-n~nendations to the IMP teaan. The team works through 
this process to end an appropriate assistive technology device. 
Another option that. an assistive technology team has is for the student to be brought 
on site and explore an array of assistive technology tools. The goal of'the on site experience 
~s to help deterl-nlne what type of assistive technology tools wo~.~ld be the most beneficial to 
the student. in reaching their IFP goals or long range plans. 
Previous research leas i~~.vestigated what advances have been nZade in the area of 
assistive technology which will allow students with disabilities to realise benefits in the 
classroom, ~Derer, Polsgrove, c~z. l~.ieth, 1~9~; Lewis, 1~9~; Todis, 1. ~; wel~~neyer, 1.~~) 
The three main benefits of assistive technology are; 1 ~ access to the learning environment, 2~;~ 
increased independence, ~) con~nunicatian and s©vial gains made through assistive 
tech~~ology adaptations, 
improving access to the learning environment for a student. means that byT using the 
aSS1st.1Ve technology device, a student is better able to interact with others and their 
environment. in general. For e.xan~ple, a student night use an assistive technologyT device that 
supplies t.liem with a voice to communicate with a teacher or peer. 
Assistive technology can also help students become more independent in the 
classroom. They have to rely less on the teacher or peers because the assistive technology 
provides them with the tools they need to perfort~n a task independently7. students nay use a 
word processing program to assist them with independent writing. 
FinallyT, a student can make communication and social gains with assistive technology 
adaptations.l~daptations that can be made within the classroom might range from the tape of 
pencil a student uses to high tech computerized devices, all of which can allow student 
success. This adapted equiprr~.ent allows students a vvay to com~n.unicate basic needs in a way 
that teachers anal peers can understu.nd what they are asking. ether assistive technology 
adaptations a student with a disability might use include a specialized positioning device 
such as a modified chair, allowing the student. to sit. at- a table with classmates makinb the 
classroom environment comparable to peers ~~crithout a disability. In the best case, these 
adaptations make things easier for students. Despite the benefits and successes brought to a 
student through the use of assistive technology, there are bar~~iers that also exist, preventing 
these assistive technologies from allowing students to reach their full potential. 
several barriers exist that. impede assistive technology use by students. Three 
common barriers found- in the lit.erat-ure include: 1 ~ expense or cost, 2) time straining and 
programming, and ~~ lack of information. 
wehmeyer ~ 1~~9} found- that. the expense or cost of assist.ive technology was the 
number one barrier cited by7 respondents in a surveyT of goo teachers from mid-western states. 
Because of the high cost associated with. assistive technology devices, schools struggle to 
find the funds to purchase the equipment for students. 
The topic of time is re ~~eatedly cited as a barrier in research studies (Derer, Polsgrove, 
~ ~ ieth, I ~~6; Huntinger, Johanson, c Stoneburner, 1 ~9~; McGrebor ~ Pachusl~.i., 199~~ 
Both teachers and parents reported they laded the time to teach children. how to use the 
devices, t.o train themselves t-o use t.~ie devices and, to prepare the device for student. 
instruction, and they were frustrated with the time it took to obtain a device. 
The lack of information about. assistive technology available to educators and the 
general public is also documented. as a common barrier. wehmeyer X2000} also suggests 
there is a lack of inforn~.ation mailable to parents as to which devices are appropriate for their 
child to use. 
assistive technology seems to hold great promise for students v~7ith special needs in 
the classroom. ~-Iovc~e~~ler, its use in classrooms is sti11 not without cl~allenaes. ~ better 
understanding on the impact of this use and how teachers and students interact with assistive 
technology on a daily basis is needed. 
~taten~.ent of the ~roble~n 
much of the research that exists about assistive technology documents large-scale, 
descriptive studies that involve survey data analysis {Huntinger, 1~~~;}. L.-i~nited research 
exists that describes in-depth how a teacher serving students with special needs works with 
and encounters barriers anal benefits when using assistive technology in a learning 
environment. In addition, benefits and barriers that. exist. while using assistive technology 
devices have not been explored for elementary ~~-~~ students using high-end assistive 
technology (as defined byT weenyr, 2oo~j. 
~u~-pose of the study 
The purpose of this studya was to conduct an in-depth case study of the benefits and 
barriers encountered by a teacher serving students with special needs using high-end assistive 
technology in ~Tarious learning tasks, 
Research ~uest~ons 
1. ~~hat instructional tas~.s ~~rill a stl~dent con~.plete as a result of using assistive 
technology during the school day`s 
~. what benefits are realised when high-end assistive technology devices are integ~•ated 
into a student's learning environment`? 
~, what barriers exist when high-end assistive technology devices are integrated into a 
student's learning environment :~ 
I1inlitations 
The following limitations will be considered during this study. Since the stud~7 
examines the practice of one student teacher pair, #findings cannot be generalised to other 
situations. The study also concentrates on a student w ho uses only one type of high-end 
assistive technology device. This assistive technology nay limit. the t~7pes of instructional 
tas~.s that. actually can be realised as a result. of using such a device. 
definition of Terns 
Assistive Technology -- The Technology Related Assistance for Individuals ~u~ith ~3isabilities 
Act of 1 ~, :The Tech .pct of 1~~~ j defined a.ssistive technolo~~ devices as: 
Any item, piece of egtiipmen.t. or product system, whether acquired commercially off 
the shelf, n~.odified ar c~.stonu~ed, that is ~.sed to increase, maintain, or i~~nprove the 
functional capabilities of individuals with disabilities Smith &Jones, 1~~~, p 2~~). 
Assistive Technology Services — Tl~e Technology ~.ct of l~ defined assistive~ technology 
services t.o include: 
Any service that. directly assists an individual with a disability in the selection, 
acquisition, or use of an assistive technology device Smith Jones 1 , p 2~~:~. 
S unln~.ary7 
many students use assistive technology tools to help brid ~e the gap between 
disabilities and classroom success. Three common benefits typically experienced when using 
assistive technology include access to the environment, rodependence, and co~nrntanication 
and social wins made through assisti~! e technology adaptations. many of these benefits 
cannot be realised witho~.t overco~ning barriers. JExpense, time, and lack of information are 
barriers to rasing assistive technology in classrooms. Information is still needed on how 
teachers serving students with special needs, v~rork with assistive technology devices, 
specifically high-end assistive technology devices, in educational settings and various 
learning tasks. The next chapter will discuss the literature related to assistive technology use 
in schools. 
~`I-~AF't'EI~ II. REVIEW ~F TIE LITEI~A _ 
A.ssistive technology can be a useful tool for some students with special needs in a 
classroom setting to help them compensate for their disabilities. Assistive technology may 
help teachers make the accarn~nadatians and modifications required by sane students to 
co~~pensate for their disabilities. According to Lah.~n (2~Q3 j, v~rithout assistiv e technology 
usage, service providers ~~ould have difficulty meeting current legislation mandating that 
assistive technology be considered for each student receiving special education services. 
Derer, Palsgrove, and Meth (1 ~~b~ explored assistive technology to gain a deeper 
understanding to the "see%ere limit in information an current practices in field applications of 
assistive technology" (p ~~.} 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of literature that sumn~ari~es 
various aspects of using assistive technology with K-1? students. First, assistive technology 
is defined a.nd categories of assistive technology as identified by ~v~jeeney (~~o~) a.re 
presented. The next section describes how students use assistive technology in educational 
settings. Finally the benefits and barriers that exist while working with assistive technalog~I 
are discussed. 
Assistive Technology: Background Information 
As stated in chapter one, assistive technology can be defined as any piece of 
equipment used. to i~~nprove student functions that peers would be able to acca~nplish without 
a device. The ,goal of using assistive technology with students is to ensure their success in the 
classroom ~~7hile making adaptations a.nd modifications when needed. IO~Ic~-regor a.nd 
o 
Pachuski (1996} note, 
... in regular class settings, teachers are not able or willing to modify their 
instructional strategies or modify the curriculum to acconunodate individual students 
~~ith disabilities gyp. ~~. 
one students ~~.th disabilities need adaptations and ~nodi~cations to the way 
teachers teach the curriculum or changes to the environment. to allow students to experience 
success in the classroom. The inclusion of assistive technology includes the use of high and 
low technologies Lewis, 1 ~~~). although computers are most often thought of as the 
exclusive form of assistive technology, Le«~is (l ~~~) stated, 
Long before the arrival of computers in the classrooms, teachers used simple, low-
tech devices such as rulers to help students with learning disabilities beep their place 
while reading gyp. 1 ~). 
These tools fit. with wel~meyer's definition of assistive technology a.s being any piece 
of equipment or product used to improve student fi~.nction. The most co~n~nonly used 
assistive technology devices were ~.~vheelchairs and hearing aids both of which are considered 
"Iow to Enid." technology. ether forms of assistive technology include co~nputeri~ed 
keyboards, which can enable a. student to type answers in the same am.aunt of tune it takes 
peers to write the response. ill of these assistive technology devices used in an educational 
setting can be divided rota co~n~-non assistive technology categories. 
~ssistive Technology categories 
~ssistive technolog~~ encompasses a large field of products and tools developed for 
the purpose of allowing student success in educational environments. for e~arnple, audio 
tape recorders can become an assistive technology tool when they are used to compensate for 
~~ 
~ne~~ory difficulties. Assistive technology tools can also be categorized further to help dune 
these assistive technology tools and their purpose. ~.ccording to Sweeney +~?~~3}, assistive 
technology can be cate~gorize~I from low technology to high technology foals see Table 1 }. 
Sweeney stated: 
The poster board ~~v~.th three photos that we use to allow our kids to nlal~e a choice is 
just a.s much assistive technology a.s a $~,~~0 voice activated computer, a powered 
wheelchair, a specialized van, lowered counters in the kitchen, ar a jointed feeding 
spoon Sweeney, ?~~3, p. ~2~}. 
-Spec~al~.zed pens, pencils, 
crayons, etc. 
'Tape recorders, d~g~tal 
eanleras 
-Alternative 1{eyrboards 
-Raised line paper -calculators -word processing programs 
-~alar coding -~u.d1a books -~`rraphic organizer 
-web software 
-1'~lagnetic lettersinunlbers -Electronic organizer -Spell checker/ CTraml~.ar 
checker 
-Rubber stamps -Switch operated toys a.nd 
appliances 
-Qn-screen programs, in 
math reading, etc, 
such as dicker 4 
-Individual computerized 
devices 
Table 1. .~ssistive technology categories defined by Sweeney 
I1~Iorse ~~~ 1 }described assistive technology services, as "the myriad tasks school 
personnel must. perform to ensure that an appropriate assistive technology device is selected 
far, and used by a special education student" gyp. 1 ~}. This process is what assistive 
technology tearr~ ~ne~nbers, teachers, and parents use to identify and provide the best assistive 
technolog-~~ devices far all students in need. Still, a major step is making assistive technology 
available for students in the classraon~. 
12 
~o~v Students 1~se Assistive Technology in Classroa~ns 
Zany students with special needs have fallen behind w~.thout the help of assistive 
technology in the classroom. waving access to assistive technology would allow a student 
with special needs to complete instructional tasl~s that other students can easily finish ~~ithout 
using assistive technology. Lewis (1 ~~~) lists two ~naj or purposes why students should use 
assistive technology in classroa~ns: 1) it augments a.n individua.l's strengths, sa that his or her 
abilities counterbalance the effects of any disabilities, and 2) it provides an alternate mode of 
performing a tasl~, so that his or her abilities are compensated or bypassed entirely. 
Students use assistive technolog~T devices from all the low, mid, and high categories 
as defined by Sweeny ~2~~3). Tadis and walker ~ 1993) reported that "Rase" used adapted 
pencils, eating utensils, scissors, and other foals for completing classroom tasl~s similar to her 
peers. Lewis ~~ 1998) ~nentianed that Enid level assistive technologies help individuals ,with 
disabilities "cope with the dern~ands of every day life" gip. 23 ). The mid level technologies 
Lewis referred to include handheld calculators and audio baol~s. Huntinger, ,Tahansan, and 
Staneburner (1990 describe haw ` `~-ary" used high-level assistive technology, such as 
~nenlory building software and an augmentative co~n~nunication device. These technologies 
students used have enhanced their daily functions in the classroom. and home settings 
Increasing the benefits experienced in educational settings. 
benefits far Using Assistive Technology 
assistive technologyT can provide alternatives for individuals with disabilities to 
compensate for, or overcame a.n existing difficulty {Lewis, 1998). This assistive technology 
leads students with disabilities to experience new successes in the classroom ghat would 
ather~~isc be i~~npossible for there to attain. 
~~ 
A. synthesis of findings fro~~n research studies focused on the Lase of assisti~%e 
technology devices and revealed three n~aj or benefits for students: 1 }access to the learning 
environment (I~a~T ~ ~-Iuefner 2~~3; I~erer, Po~sgrove c~ Rieth, 1996}, 2} independence in the 
classroom: setting ~~odis wall~er, 1 ~~~ }, and 3 } con~n~unication and social wins ~~ith 
assistive technology adaptations ~Huntinger, ~Tohnson, c~ ~toneburner, 1 ~96~. Each benel~t 
will be discussed in detail in the fallowing sections. 
Access to the I.~earning Envira~ ent 
~'he Education for All Handicapped Children Act of I x'75 and the update to IDEA, 
described the importance of providing students equal access to all learning enviro~.ments 
~wehn~eyer et al., ~~02}. Equal access to learning environments ca.n be facilitated through. 
the use of assistive technology ~I~erer, ~'olsgrave ~; Rieth, 1 ~~~}. For e~a~nple, students 
using co~nn~unication devices that enhance their interactions with peers provide those 
students with access to a. learning environment that ` ~~ould otherwise be difficult. for them to 
participate. I~ay and Huefner ~20~~} state: 
Congress intended the benefits of providing AT ~assistive technology} devices and 
ser~~ices to include increased access to FADE free appropriate public education} in 
the general education setting and improved outcan~es far students with disabilities 
~p~~~}-
Increased access to a free appropriate public education (FA1~E} as a result of using 
assistive technology is a direct benefit to students. Inclusion has become possible because 
students a.re using assistive technology in all educational settings. Having access to assistive 
technology allows students to "overcome environmental ar social barriers, thus allowing 
the~~n to participate in school activities and interact with peers to a greater extent" (serer, 
Polsgrove, ~: R.ieth 199, p. ~ ~ }. students using asslstive technology devices can Interact with 
peers a.nd teachers making it a. more conducive environment for learning. 
Independence in the Classrool~n betting 
mother benefit of using assistive technology is that it promotes student independence 
in a classroomm setting. Todis and walker ~ 1993) col~.pleted a case study that illustrated how a 
student. ~vho used a specific soft~~Tare program could rea.li~e independence in the classroom. 
This student, who had a physical disability, experienced success using a word prediction 
software program, which ~~Torked by typing and selecting words for a sentence using one 
finger on a. keyboard. The student, wha had limited functioning in her hands, now had greater 
success with writing and colnn~unicating in the classroom setting. By providing this student 
with an assistive technology device, it gave her independence and an alternative in order to 
complete a basic writing assignment. without the assistive technology, the student probably 
could not. have finished the assignment. 
I~1tilrlately, the goal is for students tivho use assistive technology to become more 
independent in the classroom so they can experience greater success. Assistive technology 
has allowed student's independence, as ~~rell as other attributes that ~~~ill lead to more 
successes in the classroom. This ~.ndependence in classrooms environments can be gained by 
students with one motor coordination problems using a personal computer and word 
processing program to write {T'odis ;cS'~ walker, 199}. According to IVlorse ~?~~ 1 }, 
independence is the "pril~na.ry reason special-education students use these ~assistive 
technology devices" gip. ?~ }. 
l~ 
~om~nunication and Social Gains with Assistive Technology Adaptations 
The third benefit for using assistive technology is the communication and social gains 
students experience as a result. of the adaptations and modifications made within the learning 
environment. (Derer, Polsgrave : Meth, 19~~~. I-Iuntinger, Johnson, and Stoneburner ~ 19~~} 
concluded that one of the greatest student benefits of assistive technology is related to the 
development of social and emotional behaviors, According to Ashton X2000), "Assistive 
technology allows students to communicate basic needs so that others can understand them" 
~~~ ~~). 
~'omn~unication gains ca.n be realised using several types of adapted equipment. 
~e~vis (1~9~~ illustrated this using the fallowing example, 
Tale for e~a~r~ple the pencil I'~n holding. It allows ideas in my brain to be recorded 
on paper. but ~~illions and ~n.illions of people cannot use this pencil; generally they're 
in the first grade. So what do we do? we make larger pencils for them so they ca.n 
hold it. ~Ve give them a piece of adapted equipment ~p.1 ~). 
Where are many adapted or ~~odilied assistive technologies that are used to enhance 
co~n~nunication and social interaction. Positioning devices, including chairs, allow students 
with physical disabilities to join classmates at tables, on the floor, or in a. standing position 
~~ul~ne, Poor, Schulein, c Pe~zino, 1983. These adaptations modify the environment_ in a 
way that enhances student ability to con~~-nunicate and interact with others. 
l~ 
In sun, assistive technology can be beneficial to students in classrooms. These 
benefits include: prow iding treater access to learning environments, promoting independence 
within a school setting, and using adapted equipment far communication and social gains. 
Despite the benefits realised by mast students using assistive technology in classrao~n 
settings, barriers still exist. 
Barriers far using Assistive Technology 
several barriers have been identified for using assistive technalogyy in classrooms. 
Three ma~ar barriers were identified in the literature. First, the expense ar cost associated 
with the technology device is commonlyT mentioned as a Barr ier. Time v~Ias frequently noted 
as a barrier; this barrier included the time necessary for training to use and the time needed 
for p_rogram~ning the assistive technology device. Another barrier impacting assistive 
technology use in the classraa~n ~~as the lack of infar~nation available about the device Vie. g. 
cast, function}. 
Assistive Technology ~`ost 
Although several barriers were cited throughout the research an assistive technology, 
the one mentioned mast frequently was the expense or cost associated with the purchase of a 
device a.s well as its upkeep. The upkeep includes the cost. to purchase upgrades and to fund 
repairs (I~erer, Polsgrove, I~ieth 19~~; Lewis, 19~~; Parker, et al., l ~9~; Todis, 19~~; 
Todis c~ walker, 193; wehrneyer, 1 ~9~}. According to Todis ~ 1. ~~8}, upkeep was listed as a 
n~a~ar reason whir a.ssistive technology devices have been abandoned. Ludla~~~ ~2~~1}noted, 
"a.ssistive ~technalaty7] devices can too easily became expensive status symbols that. sit 
unused on the shelf ~ ~p.14~}. 
Funding far such devices is always an issue for school districts. Schools simply have 
had a. difficult time acquiring assistive technology for students due to the initial cast. 
obtaining financial resources to Purchase assistive technology is often very difficult 
untinger, ~Tohanson, ~ Stoneb~,~rner, 1 ~9b}. In other cases, assistive technology devices 
were Purchased, but the cast far repair and upkeep was too prohibitive far schools to 
maintain ~Pa.rker et. al., 1 ~~~; Tadis ~ walk.er, 1 X93; wehmeyer, 1999. 
host plays a significant role in the acquisition of assistive technology that would best 
meet student needs. What includes both the initial cast as well as the cost of maintaining the 
device. The financial obligations associated with assistive technologyT may be a contributing 
factor to the amount of time a student is with ar without these devices. 
Time 
Tune is another harrier associated with assistive technology use in ciassroains. Issues 
related to tune are twofold. First, it can take a considerable an~.ount of time for teachers and 
the student to learn haw to use the assistive technology device. Second, much time can be 
spent b~j the teacher progra~nn~ing the device far instructional tasks ~~erer, Polsgrove, ~ 
Meth, 199~~. 
In a study by Il~Ic~regar a.nd Pa.chuski ~ 199}, teachers noted the lack of time needed 
to program the equipment as a barrier to assistive technology implementation in the 
classroom. To overcome the harrier of tune, teachers felt the basic requirement of additional 
suppar~ is needed to help them end the tune to program assistive technology devices used by 
their students. 
IS 
I~untinger, ~Tohanson and tond~urner (1 ~~~} suggested that dine must be spent 
providing staff development for teachers in this area. These authors remarked, 
... a massive awareness and training effort which ~.vill reach both the organizational 
level and the classroom level is essential. Administrative emphasis on and support of 
effective ongoing staff development as v~Tel1 as providing adequate funding for 
equipment. and materials a.re necessary if children are to benef ~t gyp, 3 ~ ~}. 
Lack of Information About Assistive Technology 
Before assistive technology can be a useful instructional tool for students, teachers, 
parents, and staff, they all need to have an understanding about what. type of a.ssistive 
technologies are available and the purpose of each device. wehmeyer (1999 discussed the 
importance of knowing what technologies are available to help students. Ike sees the lack of 
information available to the teacher as a significant barrier to student success. I~erer et al. 
~ 1 ~~~} stated, 
The Zack ofresearch-driven reconl~nendations, combined with multiple, and perhaps 
conflicting, perspectives increases the dif'ticulty teachers face ~n acclu~r~ng useful and 
valid. information on appropriate assistive technology selection and application (p. 
7~,}. 
darker, Buckley, Truesdell, I~.iggio, Collins, and Boardman (1990} identified several 
teachers ~vho reported very little information was even given to them about assistive 
technology. These information gaps caused teachers to struggle with using assistive 
technologies in successful ~~~ays 7ith students. 
l~ 
Barriers existing in educational environments with assistive technology can inhibit 
student successes if they cannot. be overcome. The barriers e~:isting in research affecting the 
student success involve: cost, tune, and lack of infornation. 
S usnn~ary 
assistive technology used effectively in the classroom may contribute to student 
success in a classroom setting. Benefits included better access to the learning environm.er~.t, 
more independence in the educational setting, and comrnunication and social gains realized 
as a result of assistive technology adaptation. These successes demonstrated the value in 
using 10~~7, middle a.nd high technology devices in the classrooms. ~-Io~~jever, barriers still 
exist. Barriers such as cost, time and lack of information make it difficult to use assistive 
technology with students. 
There is a need to examine how assistive technology is being used by students for 
instructional tasks a.nd v~That specific benefits and barrier s teachers encounter during this use. 
The nest chapter will describe this study ~ s research methodology that examined the benefits 
and barriers a teacher encounters when working with a special needs student using assistive 
technology devices for daily instructional tasks in an educational setting. 
2a 
This chapter outlines the research methodology and procedures used in this case 
study. The first section describes the research design. Next the sal~nple selection will be 
described, fallowTed by the research procedures. After that, the data sources will be described 
including farnlal interviews, abservatians and the teacher logbaak. Finally, the data analysis 
will be explained. The final section will sur~unarize the research methodology. 
research Design 
The faundatian of this research study uses an interpretive qualitative approach as 
defined by Merriam ~? ~a~ ). It is an interpretive approach because it focuses on 
understanding tl~e experience of one teacher's perspective. Second, the qualitative approach 
uses a specific, in-depth case study. Merriam ~2002~ describes a case study as using 4Lan 
intensive descriptian and analysis of a phena~nenan ar social unit such as an individual" 
gyp. S~. This research approach was used because it provided a. rich and better understanding 
of the benet~ts and barriers one teacher encountered while helping a student who used ahigh-
end assistive technology device far instructional tasks during a school day. A rich description 
as defined by Merriam ~?aa~} is using :`data in the far~~~ of quotes fro~~n dacu~nents, field 
Hates, and par~lclpa.nt lnterv~ews" gyp. ~.}. 
Sample Selection 
The teacher participant for this study was selected using purposefi.~l sampling. 
Purposeful sampling is when the study is designed to discover and understand a. specific 
purpose or situation {1Vlerriam, ~~a2}. The participant wa.s specifically chosen for the 
following reasons. First, the teacher was serving a student with special needs using a high-
~~ 
end assistive technology device. second, there was a level of cooperation from the teachers, 
parents, staff, a.nd school district that enabled the researcher to investigate this issue. Vlore 
inforn~.ation about the site and the teacher participant will be shared in chapter four. 
~.esearch Procedures 
~T`his case study focused on one teacher working with a student with special needs 
who used ahigh.-end technology device on a daily basis. To ©btain perrission to conduct this 
study, the school principal was initially contacted to gain permission to spew with the 
teacher about the possibility of her participation. 
The teacher participant was a special education teacher who worked in an Iowa 
school, serving students in a ~-~ grade setting. the vas contacted rirst through e-n~.ail and 
then later by phone to set up a time for the rirst formal interview. Lost contacts were made 
through e-mail to allow the teacher to respond to them at times that were convenient for her. 
~. signed consent form was obtained from the special education teacher the 
participant), the student's parents and the student. T'he student's pen~nission was required to 
make sure that she way aware that she wa.s being observed. The student `vas only observed to 
better understand the benefits and barriers described by the teacher participant throughout the 
study. 
observations and interviews were conducted on a time schedule that. was conducive 
to the teacher participant and the school schedule. Three observations and three interviews 
were scheduled and conducted, Two of each occurred in the afternoon, and one in the 
morning. Tl~.e interviews were used to gather background information, identify assistive 
technology learning tasks, as well as barriers and benefits encountered by the participant.. 
Interviews lasted between thirty and forty five minutes. observations were conducted in 
~~ 
segments lasting fifteen to thi~•ty-five minutes, allowing the researcher to see the completion 
of the specific learning task. Observations were also used to see how the assistive 
technology7, the Dynam.yte, aided in student success. {Thee Dyna~nyte will be described in 
depth in chapter ~.} 
Data Sources 8~ collection 
prior to the start of this research study, and before any data collection procedures 
occurred, all rewired paperwork was submitted and approved by the Institutional review 
hoard (see Appendix A~. +Guidelines were followed to assure that the identity of all 
participants in this case study remained anonymous. The teacher participant was not at any 
ti~~ne referred to by name. Other individuals are referred to by their fob title. The student who 
used the a~ssistive technology device is referred to only as "the student". Any records that 
identified the participant were kept. cont~dential to the extent permitted by applicable laws 
and regulations. 
An initial phone call vas placed to gather background information from the teacher 
who ~~►Tould serve as the partici~~ant. This information included the participant's assistive 
technolog~T experience and a description of the classroom setting. The call was also used to 
set up th.e first formal interview and classroom observation. The participant was encouraged 
to ask a.ny questions throughout this case study. The following sections describe the 
observations and interviews that occurred with the participant. Throughout the study, the data 
collection was guided by theoretical sa~-npling (I1~Ierria~n, ~0~2~. This method ~~~ill be 
described more in depth as part of the data analysis section. 
~~ 
Formal Interviews 
ill inte~-~Tie~vs occurred at the school in the classroom setting with the special 
education teacher. The length of~ the interviews varied from 3~-4~ minutes. There were a total 
of three interviews conducted ~~v-ith the teacher participant. The interview questions were 
open-ended and descriptive, as described by Taylor and Bogdan (I ~~~}, "Descriptive 
questions allow people to tell you about things that are important to them and the meanings 
that they attach to these things" gip. 102. This type of q~uestianing encouraged a free flaw of 
conversation between the participant and the researcher. each face-ta-face interview was 
recorded on an audiotape a.nd later transcribed for a.naly7sis. 
The purpose of the initial interveewT was to gather in-depth bacl~ground information 
that. included a rich description of the assistive technology device used by one of her students 
in the classraa~-n, as well as the experiences she encountered using this assistive technology 
device ~~Tith the student tree Appendix B}. The participant also commented on other teachers' 
opinions in the building regarding the assistive technology device and provided in-depth 
information about haw the assistive technology device was used in the classroom setting. 
I3uring the initial inter~,~iew the researcher gave the teacher a lagbaal~ with the purpose of 
recording detailed personal reactions a.nd notes about using the high-technology device 
during the school day see appendix C}. 
The second interview, conducted t~va weeps later, was used to clarify infar~natian that 
ca~n.e as a. result of the first cla.ssroanl. observation and the teacher's first interview, ~. list of 
questions generated for the second interview is found in Appendix D~. The purpose of this 
interview was to tal~:e, a closer laa~. into this teacher's perspectives about the barriers and 
benefits that existed as a result of having a student ~vho used an assistive technology device. 
~~ 
`The third and final interview ~~vas conducted to clarify all remaining questions related 
to this research project and to gather additional information about the school setting, the 
student's different classroom settings, and the student's day in relationship with the use of 
assistive technology. 
The interviews were audio recorded and then transcribed in preparation for analysis. 
All audio recordings were erased upon. the completion of the study. 
+~Iassroo~-n observations 
Direct observations ~~~ere used in the educational setting. Classroom observations 
were done as unobtrusively as possible to minimize the effect of observer presence both on 
the participant (special education teacher} and students. observations were scheduled at 
various ti~~nes across the school day to include classrao~n instruction in different settings. 
~bservatians accurred when the assistive technology wa.s present and also when it v~Tas not. 
Detailed field notes were tal~en describing the type of instruction /activities the special 
education teacher was part of, the classrao~n teacher, the speech teacher, and the s~~all group 
science teacher in their settings as well a.s staff a.nd student behaviors when using the 
assistive technology device. 
The first classroom observation occurred during the afternoon for about twenty 
minutes total. The setting far t, e observation was in a fourth grade classroom ~v-ith the fourth 
grade teacher, the student who used the assistive device, the student's associate, and ?~6 other 
classmates. This observation provided an oppor#unity to view how one particular student. 
used her assistive technology device in a large classroom setting and how this corresponded 
to what the teacher participant shared as typical assistive tech-nalagy usage in the classraa~n 
setting. 
~~ 
The second observation took place t~vo weeks later and occurred in two parts during 
the afternoon. The first part of the observation lasted twenty minutes in the general fourth 
grade classroom with the student, her associate, and her 2~ classmates. The second part of 
this classroom observation lasted 35 minutes and was aone-ta-one session during speech 
class in which the student used her assistive technology device to initiate requests. The 
speech pathologist responded to the student only v~jhen a request was made using her assistive 
technology device. 
Three days after the second interview/observation, the final interview and observation 
were conducted. The final interview asked all remaining questions needed to complete this 
study ;see Appendix E}. The observation was lane in three parts. The first part of this 
observation occurred during the morning with the student using her device, in a one-to-one 
setting with the student's associate in the hallway. This observation lasted about fifteen 
minutes. They were using the device's calculator to complete math problems. The second 
part of the observation also occurred during the morning while the student. was in a small 
group setting ~~rith eve peers far a science lesson. The lesson lasted about thirty n~.inutes. The 
student came to the session without her assistive technology device. within a few minutes 
the student's associate brought in the device. The third and final part of this classroom 
observation occurred during the afternoon. The student was observed for twenty minutes 
with the teacher participant dining a. small group reading lesson with four peers. The student 
used the assistive technology device to answer questions about classroom riles. The teacher 
would ask a question a.nd the student would raise her hand to answer. Frequently, the student 
pressed a blank b~.tton as a way of answering a question or she would page through the 
device looking at the buttons on each page. All of the buttons on the assistive technology 
~~ 
device have been pre-progra~n~ned by the teacher. For example, one page might have all the 
names of the peers in her class u7hile another page would have key wards programmed in it. 
~ccasianally, the student has san~ething to say, but. either does not have the correct button an 
it, or can not ~~nd it. 
after each interview the teacher participant. had a chance to ask any questions, or 
request. clarifications about the study procedures. the also had the opportunity to e-mail or 
call the researcher if she had any questions during the study, 
Teacher Logbook 
at the time of the first interview, the teacher participant was given a binder to use as a 
logbook to document learning tasks, positive outcomes, frustrations or problems, and 
questions ar car~nnents that occurred while using the assistive technology device in the 
classroanl see appendix C). The special education teacher was asked to write dawn the date 
and any comments as described above that related to the student, classroom teacher, speech 
teacher, or any staff working with the student and her assistive technology device, the 
D~yna~nyte. 
Data analysis 
a grounded theory approach, along with the constant comparative method and 
theoretical sampling strategies ~~~ere used to collect and evaluate information. The data, 
Including the interview transcripts and classroom observation notes, were entered into a 
carr~puter and coded by tapir area. anecdotal information, problems that occurred using the 
device, and instructional tasks accomplished were given in the teacher logbook. ~nfor~natior~. 
from other teachers was also put into the logbook as appropriate. 
~~ 
~ grounded theory approach based on qualitative principles outlined in Taylor and 
Bogdan ~ 1 ~~~) was used to collect and evaluate information. ~.ccording to Taylor and 
Bogdan, ~rour~ded Theory i s, 
... a method for discovering theories, concepts, hypothesis, and propositions directly 
fro~-n the data rather than from a prior assumptions, other research, or existing 
theoretical frarnev~Torks ~p.13 ~;}. 
grounded Theory vas used for analysis because it involves identifying themes based on the 
data and information gathered during the study as opposed to looking through an already 
determined theoretical Lens. 
Taylor and Bogdan 1998 cite two major strategies for developing grounded theory 
based upon Maser and ~trauss's work (19f 7). The two strategies are the constant 
co~~nparative ~~ethod and theoretical sa~.~pling. These two strategies were used to code data 
supported by the grounded theory approach used in this case study. 
Data from each interview vas first transcribed and then coded. Theoretical sampling 
helped to guide the data collection used in this study. Theoretical sampling as defined by 
Taylor and Bogdan (1998} 
. , .a procedure whereby researchers consciously select additional cases to be studied 
according to the potential for de~►I eloping new insights or expanding and refining 
those already gained gyp. ~~~), 
~s the~~es developed, additional cases individuals) were interviewed to gain a better 
insight about the case being studied. ill data. were collected, coded, and analysed to help 
determine the questions for the newt inte~-vie~vs and obser~~ations, a.s v~Tell as to help develop 
an emerging theory. 
~~ 
Data gathered from the interviews, classroom observations, and the teacher's logbook 
were continuously compared using the constant comparative method, "in order to derive 
conceptual elements of the theory" ~~/Ierriam., 2002, p. ~). For this study, discovering the 
developing elements of the benefits and barriers encountered as a result of using assistive 
technology was the focus. 
In sum, multiple methods were used to collect data. for this case study. According to 
Taylor and. Bogdan ~ I ~~~), using multiple methods permits triangulation and allows 
researchers to double check information. Data wiere collected using informal and formal 
inter~►~iew procedures, classroom observations, and a daily logbook kept by the classroom 
teacher. I~~Iultiple methods were used with. the grounded theory approach that included using 
the constant comparative method and. theoretical sampling. 
S um~nary 
This chapter outlined the research methodology used for this case stud~T. First the 
research design vas described. I~Te~t the type of sample selection used vas given. The 
research procedures were outlined regarding how the research was to be conducted in this 
particular educational setting. Then, the data sources and data collection were then explained 
using the interviews, observations, and the teacher logbook. Finally, the grounded theory 
strategies of the constant comparative methods ~.vith theoretical sampling were explained to 
analyse the data in this research. 
The nest chapter will describe the teacher participant, the research setting, and then 
will present the results related to the study's research questions. It will reveal. the themes that 
emerged related to the barriers and benefits of using high-end asslstive technology specific to 
this ease study. 
~~ 
C~=~''' 1'~R. ~v . ~ S UL T S .AND F INDIN~ S 
This chapter presents the results of a case study that describes one teacher's 
experiences with a fourth grade student using ahigh-end assistive technology device. 
Specifically, it describes the types of instructional tasks the student used the device for, as 
well as the benefits and barriers encountered in a classroom setting. First, background 
inforrr~ation about the teacher participant, the student using the a.ssistive technology device, 
and the school setting will be described. Next, assistive technology use is clarit~ed including 
what the device is and the student's goal for the use of the device. The types of instructional 
tasks the student used the device for will be described, followed by the benefits a.nd barriers 
the teacher participant encountered. 
Research Setting, Teacher Participant, and Student 
Research Setting 
The school setting for this study was an urban Iowa school, serving 282 students in a 
I .-5 envlronn~ent. There are two classrooms per grade level with an average class size of 23 
students per teacher. The classroom that was observed had 27 fourth grade students, fifteen 
boys and t-welve girls. The school serves students front a wide range of ethnic backgrounds. 
Sixty percent. of the students in this school received free or reduced lunch. 
Teacher Participant 
The teacher participant was a special education teacher in an urban co~n~nunity school 
district. She has taught for 2b y=ears in special education. This teacher serves students in an 
Inclusive setting, meaning, she ~~7orks with students with special needs in the classroom 
setting, as opposed to a pull-out program. She works with small groups of students for 
specific skill instruction and, at other ti~-nes, works with all of. the students in tl~.e classroom 
~~ 
teaching a group lesson. The participant does not have a strong technology background. She 
has been working with the Dynan~yte, the assistive technology device, since t~ugust 204. 
Student observation only 
The fallowing infarn~atian was gathered through observatian. .At na time during the 
study was the student interviewed. The student is a faurtl~ grade girl who is eleven years old. 
There are two main reasons ~- by she w as using the I~ynamyte. First, it. is difficult-far most. 
people to understand her when she speaks. Individuals who have been around her for a Lang 
period of time are able to understand her, but mast people have a difficult time. Second, she 
needs this device to canununic-ate because her handwriting is very large, unlike that of her 
peers in fourth grade. you can read leer signature, but other letters are not legible so it is 
difficult. far her to can~rnunicate through written means. 
The student had several IE~ goals associated with using the Dynamyte. The goals 
included long-range goals for the future, as well as short-term goals for the current academic 
year. Q~ne of the short-term goals for this student was to initiate conversation ar convey her 
needs to others independently. The other short-term goal was for the student to produce five 
word sentences. The long-range goal for the student. was to empress her needs to others using 
the L~yna~nyte. The needs ~n.ight include classroom help, general help, or questions the 
student would have throughout the day. although it is not a current goal, the teacher also 
wanted the student conversing with other students and adults. 
The student used the high-end assistive technology device in a variety of settings 
throughout the day. 
1. Large Group (?9 students) for most subjects. In this setting the student sits and 
learns by listening. The assistive technology device was available, but was not 
~~ 
used much because the teacher predominately presented the infor~~.ation in a 
lecture format. 
?. ~~nall group {4-~ students for students with an alternative assessment goal in 
science and integrated reading. In the science class, the student was actively 
engaged in the teaching and learning that occurred. The student participated 
through hands-on activities. During reading instruction the student worked in 
small groups with the special education teacher and other peers in her classroom. 
3. Cane-an-one class instruction far individual skill development ~~ith the speech 
pathologist. 
The student. had a variety of menus set up in the Dynanlyte among that she could 
navigate. The student used the screens programmed with information to con~~nunicate her 
needs. ~o~ne buttons were set up to speak when the student pressed the an-screen button, and 
others would not speak until the student pressed a button to speak an entire sentence at. once. 
The ~ssist.ive Technology Device 
The assistive technology device used by the student in this setting is a I~yna~nyte see 
Appendix: P }. It is a small square device (8~~~2 inches that students carry to help them 
con~n~unicate during their learning day as a result of a disability. It weighs 3.? pounds and 
the display screen where the buttons appear is ~.5 inches. The device can speak pre- 
pragra~n~ned letters, ~~vards, small phrases and sentences. The teachers ar parents pragra~n the 
device to have pages relevant to the student's instructional day. The assistive technology.
device used for this case study was matched with the student and her IEP goal of initiating 
conversation, or expressing her needs to complete various instructional tasks throughout 
the day. 
~~ 
Results and Findings 
The purpose of this case study was t.o determine the benefits and barriers encountered 
by a teacher serving a student with special needs ~vho used an assistive technology device. It 
was also determined what. inst~lactional tasks the student completed while using the device in 
a classroom. The next three sections will report the findings as discovered through teacher 
interviews, classroom observations, and analysis of a daily log maintained by the teacher 
participating in this study. 
Research question one 
Research question one was stated as follows: what instructional tasks will a student 
complete as a result of using assistive technology during the school day? The instructional 
tusks completed by the student using the assistive technology device occurred in a variety of 
settings: large group, small group, and one-to-one. Some of the instructional tasks completed 
by the student were observed directly by the researcher, while the teacher participant 
observed others. The teacher participant shared her direct observations of the student 
completing instructional tasks with the researcher during interviews and the daily logbook. 
This combined information documented the instructional tasks completed by the student. 
using the Dynamyte. 
First, the information collected from the teacher explained how the student. 
accomplished instructional tasks throughout the school day. The Dynamyte «jas used as an 
instr~.~ctional tool to spell out words during a spelling assessment. Teacher Interview, 
September ~~, 2005}. In this task, the .Dynamyte was used as a voice to say each letter as it 
was spelled out., or the word as a whole once the letters were all selected. Second, the 
Dynamyte was used as a tool far student comprehension, To prepare the device for this 
~3 
instructional task, the teacher needed to know the subject material being presented and the 
questions she was going to ask the student in order to create a I~ynamyte page. The student 
then answered comprehension questions using the teacher-made I~ynamyte page specific to 
the subject area and- selected words or phrases that answered the teacher's questions Teacher 
Interview , ~ eptember 28, 200~~. The teacher noted it w as a very time consuming process and 
that it was much easier to answer questions using the white board. The white board allowed 
the teacher to quickly write infor~.at-ion that the student could paint to instead of using the 
specific device. The teacher reported that at times, she had to modify the instructional 
situation just to use the device Teacher Interview, ~eptenlber 2~, 200~~. 
The researcher also observed the students while she used the assistive technology 
device for instructional tasks in the classroom. First., the researcher observed the student in 
speech class. In this setting, the student. used the Dynamyte to initiate conversations with the 
teacher and ask questions ~~lassroom Observation, October 18, 2t~0~}. The student wanted to 
use the speech teacher's n~.achine to play a reading game on the Internet., so she used her own 
voice first. and when there was not. a response, she tapped the teacher's arm as a way of 
getting attention. The teacher turned away. Later the teacher responded to the student. when 
the student used the assistive tecl~.nalogy device to get her attention. Throughout the speech 
session, the student was required to use her assistive technology device to gain teacher 
attention when she wanted to show the teacher something, when the student did not use the 
device, the teacher sinlpl~7 turned her back or did not respond until the device was used. 
The researcher also observed the student completing a math worksheet in the hallway 
with her associate. The student used the Dynamyte as a calculator to add tv~jo digit math 
problems ~~lassroonl Observation, October 21, 2005; Teacher Logbook, October 5, 2005, 
~~ 
October 7, 2005, October 10, 2~C35}. A.long with the math sheet, there were several pre- 
determined answers on sticky notes the student used t.o show what she got for an answer. If 
the answer was not. on one of the sheets the student knew she did not. have the correct. answer 
(Classroo~.n Observation, October 21, 205). The student needed many prompts from her 
associate to complete this task. 
In the fourth grade classroom, the assistive technology device was not observed being 
used by the student. Classroom Observation, September 28, 2005; Classroom Observation, 
October 21, 2005). The teacher presented information primarily in a lecture format. The 
teacher participant stated that_ the students are expected to sit and listen to the information 
presented and learn Teacher Interview, September 2~, 2Q05}. 
In yet another instructional setting, the student did not. bring the assistive technology 
device to a small group► science class (Classroom Observation, October 21, 2005. The 
teacher did not remind the student to get it. Later, the student's associate brought it. in so she 
could use it to communicate with others in the group, The students in the small group setting 
were learning about volcanoes. The small group also conducted an experiment about. 
volcanoes. During this science class, the student did not. use the assistive technology device. 
when the teacher asked questions, other students answered diem ~Classrooin Observation, 
October 21, 2005). 
The teacher participant experienced benefits and barriers as a result of the 
instructional tasks accomplished by the student. The next. section discusses the benefits that 
existed. 
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I~.esearch question Two 
research question two was stated as follows: ~4~hat benefits are realized when high-
end assistive technology devices are integrated into a student's learning enviranment`~ The 
teacher participant in this case st.l~dy experienced several benefits as a result of her student 
using assistive technology during the school day. These benefits also emerged as a result of 
the data triangulation between teacher interviews, classroom observations, and the teacher's 
Iogboal~. The three major benefits identified ~%ere: 1} communication, 2) instructional uses, 
and 3) social gains. Findings for each benefit are presented in the following three sections. 
~"~~~~~t~~~~~~~~ i~c~t~ nn 
~orx~rnunication can be defined in different ways when dealing with assistive 
technology devices. The first. way communication was perceived by the teacher as a benefit 
was by serving as a mechanism far school and home com~municatian. The teacher wrote 
notes t.o the parents on the device, and the parents also responded by writing a note an the 
device for the teacher (Teacher Interview, September ~l, 2~05~. Occasionally, the student. 
was given the responsibility f©r making sure messages were delivered as part of her goal of 
initiating conversations, and was instructed hodv to share the information with her parents 
~Teache~• Interviews September ~ 1, 2,05, October lS, 205; Teacher Logbool~, October 3, 
~~~}. 
The device was also used to communicate student needs at school, at home, and in the 
community Teacher Interview, October 18, 205}, ~ammunication is part of the student's 
IEP goal. The student. actuallyT camn~unicated things she needed using progran~n~ed pages on 
the Dynamyte. During speech, the st~~dent communicated to her teacher she needed help with 
~~ 
a game she was playing (Classroom observation, ~Qctober 21, 2005). She pressed the button 
and the device responded "I need help", and the teacher turned to help (Classroom 
C~bservati on, October 21, 2005 j. 
The I~ynamyte has the student's identification on it. in case she got lost or needed help 
(Teacher Interview, ~etober 21, 2005}. She can use the programmed pages to caminunicate 
to others, personal infor~llat~o~l, such as Hanle, address, and telephone number. 
.~~rsttpu~t~o~.~ . uses 
There were several instructional benefits realised by the teacher associate when using 
the assistive technology device, Sonle of these instructional benefits were short-term benefits 
while others were long-term. Several instructional benefits were discussed earlier in research 
question one as the instructional tasks the student accomplished. 
The short-terlll successes accomplished by the student occurred with daily academic 
tasks in a variety of settings (Classroom Qbservations, October 1S, 2005, ~ct.ober 21, 2005). 
In the large group setting the student worked with her associate to complete daily math sheets 
(Teacher Logbook, ~ct.ober 19, ?005. The student solved addition problems using the 
calculator located within the device to compute the answers. The student then chose the 
answer based upon a set of pre-written sticky notes (Classroom ~bservatian, C)ctober 21, 
Zoos}. These tyTpes of instructional tasks gave the teacher immediate feedback on how the 
student was doing academically. Another instructional benefit occurred during spelling. The 
student spelled weekly spelling words usinb the Dynamyte "otherwise you wouldn't_ even 
understand what she said," according to the teacher (Teacher Interview, September 2S, 2005, 
October 1S, 2005). 
3? 
Lang-term benefits were seen during the one-to-one speech instruction. The speech 
teacher required the student to use the device for ail conversations and questions ~~lassroom 
observation, October 1S, ZooS}. The teacher talked about the student long-term goals on the 
IEP, "rI'he long range hope would be that she can express her needs" (Teacher Interview, 
September 2~, 2005}. The goal of the speech teacher is to teach the student to use her device 
for expressing her needs. when. the student tried to get the speech teacher's attention without 
using her device, the teacher did not. respond and simply waited far the student to rise it 
~~lassroonz +~Jbservation, October l~, ZooS}. The instructional benefits realised by the 
teacher allowed the student. to experience successes that were measurable for short-term 
outcomes. although the long-tern. benefits are not as easily measurable, theyT are just as 
important. social gains were the last benefit. that. emerged from the data. 
. 
~~IC,~ ~~Qt~Z~S` 
social benefits were illustrated mostly in the large group settings with classmates. 
The special education teacher discussed different ways social gains were made as a direct. 
result. of the student. using the assistive technology device (Teacher Interview, ~ctaber i~, 
Zoos}. first, when the student was in the classroom, other students were curious about. the 
device a11d 1n1t1ated contact with the student. "I tlllnk there's a Curiosity to 1t," "students want 
to know what. it is," explains the teacher Teacher Interview, September ZS, Zoos, ~ctoberl8, 
Zoos}. This created social experiences for the student who is typically withdrawn around 
others, classmates also helped the student. use her I~ynamyte. They pointed out buttons they 
thought she was looking for or tried to help her navigate through the pages when needed 
~~lassroom Qbservation, October 21, 2005}. 
~~ 
Another social benefit. for the student was the ability to be a part of a whole group as 
the leader of a pledge Teacher Logbaol~, September 2S, 2005; Teacher Interview, September 
28, 2005). The teacher participant_ has programmed certain routines, such as the Pledge of 
Allegiance and the ~haract.er founts pledge into her Dynamyte. 'The teacher did this so "she 
can participate with the rest. of tl~e class, and even be the leader at that time," according to the 
teacher (Teacher Interview, Septerr~be~• 28, 2005). As a result of these experiences, the 
student socially interacted with her peers in the classroom. 
Research Question Three 
Research question three was stated as follows: what barriers exist_ when high-end 
assistive technology devices are integrated into a student's learning environment`? The 
teacher participant cited several barriers that affected student usage of the assistive 
technology device. These barriers emerged as a result of the triangulation of data between 
teacher interviews, classroom. observations, and the t.eacher's logbool~. Using grounded. 
theory, four conceptual elements or themes developed while analyzing the data. These four 
barriers were: 1}reliability, 2;~ consistency, 3) time, and ~) flexibilit.y. Findings for each 
barrier are presented in the next four sections. 
l~~lic~~zl~~v 
~Jne ba~Tier Identified was related to the reliability of the DynarnyTte, the assistive 
technology device. Reliability is associated with being dependable and able to give the same 
results over tin-~e. In this case, the DyTnamyte was expected to be charged and in workable 
condition for the student. to use each day. Reliability for the Dynamyte included the 
reliability of the device being charged so that the school staff could depend on it for the day 
~~ 
and the reliability that the device would be working the way it vas designed to in order to 
assist the user. 
~n occasion the Dynam~7te came to school without the battery charged. ~.ccording to 
the teacher logbook, this happened several times and the student had to ga wit.hout a 
comn~unicatian device until the Dynamyte was charged (Teacher Logbook., September ~~, 
October ~, 205}. when this happene-d the teacher plugged in the device until it vas charged 
for student use. The device could be used at times when it. w as plugged in and had enough 
charge, but then the assistive technology device would have to be near an electrical outlet. 
During a spelling task, the device was not charged, so the student could not. use it. As a result. 
the student used her voice to spell and the teacher had to interpret the student voice to 
determine if she was correct ~-Iith her spelling tasl~ Teacher Logbook, t)ctober 3, 2Qo5}. 
There were other documented instances that questioned the reliability of the device. 
The teacher participant cited t-i~nes when the Dynamyte would occasionally stay on, repeating 
itself during classroom instr~.~ction, and would not tug off. when the classroom is quietly 
~v°orking, the device got stuck an a ward and repeated it continuously becoming a disruption 
for other students. The battery wras taken out of the device to fig. this problem Teacher 
Interview, actaber 1S, 205}. The teacher also mentioned occasions when the device would 
shut. off for no apparent reasons "it the assistive technology device} breaks down quite often" 
Teacher Interview, September 21, 2aa5; Teacher Lagboak, October 18, 2Qa5}. At times, the 
Dynarn~Tte experienced problems that required it being sent to the company to be fired. The 
teacher participant shared her frustrations saying, "one n~a~or thing I v~vould change is that it 
breaks down quite often," :`one time last. year it. v~las gone for aver a month" Teacher 
I~~terview, Septe~~ber 21, 2005}. There was not an alternative in place during the time the 
Li-'V 
device was sent. away for repairs Teacher Interview, September 21, 2005). because the 
student used the device an a daily basis in the classroom, she relied on it to work everyday. 
~ns~r~~~~~~~~~v 
another barrier that emerged from the data sources was consistency, or the ability to 
constantly maintain the use of the assist-ive technology device for different. situations during 
the student's day, Consistency incl~~des both the consistency of use within the school settings 
as well as between teachers and the consistency of use between name and school. 
In the school setting, the teachers working with the student have different 
expectations as to how the student. should use the assistive technology device. During the 
school day, the student was often ren~lnded to bring the device to class Teacher Inter~~Tieyv, 
September 21, 2005; Classroom observation, October 21, 2005}. If the student (argot the 
device one of the following occurred so the student. would consistently bring it to class 
(Teacher Interview, +~ctaber 21, 2005; Classroom observation, ~ct.aber 21, 2005}. I-Ier 
associate brought it to the student, the teacher participant. requested the student. get the 
device, or the student would sin~.ply do without the assistive technology. According to the 
teacher participant., "There has to be a lot. of reminding for her to bring it, "  "I'1l have to say, 
you need to go get it and use it, because I ill make her'' (Teacher Interview, ~3ctober 21, 
2005. when the student had the device in class, she chose to use it or not.. If she did not. use 
it, she used an alternate method to communicate her needs. She would try to talk, gesture, or 
simply sit. there and have the adults "guess" her needs (Classroom observation, Septen~ber 
28, 2005, ~ctOber 1 ~, 2005, October 21, 2005}. The teachers want the student to use it, but 
may not. alv~~ays be consistent in their expectations. 
~I 
During an interview, the teacher participant stressed the in~.portance of consistency in 
support between home and school, so the student could experience maximum success 
{Teacher Interview, ~ctaber 1~, 2005). The consistency front home to school is not. obvious 
to the- teacher participant, "They aren't using it at home, we have no continuity" {Teacher 
Interview, ~ctaber 18, 2005 Teacher Logbook, October 12, 2005). Recently the IEP was 
changed, per the parent request, so that the expectations for assistive technology usage at 
home were not as great as previously e~pect.ed {Teacher Interview, October 18, 2005; 
Teacher Lagboak, October 1 ~, 2005). 
r~~~i~ 
~, third barrier that impeded the teacher from successfully using assistive technology 
was time. The device came wi ~.h same pre-made pages, but Wane relevant to the current 
curriculum {Teacher Interview, September 2S, 2005). when asked what. barriers were 
e~.perienced, the teacher participant. responded, "time to set it [the I~ynamyte~ with 
everything you need" {Teacher Inter~Tiew, October 18, 2005). Time needed to program a page 
greatly depended upon the content area, number of bt~t.tons per page, and the buttons needed 
to link pages together. 
The teachers have found two alternatives to using the device ~n order to save time. 
The teacher participant found it more time efficient. to use a marker board and write choices 
for the student to select choices instead of creating a new page an the Dynamyte (Teacher 
Inter~~iew, October 18, 2005), The teacher participant shared that. the speech pathologist. had 
created pages an the device to assess the student's comprehension, but "I just. use the n~.arker 
board because I don't have time to do that" {Teacher In.ter~~iew, ~ctaber l~, 2005). ~nather 
way teachers have found to handle the issue of time is to only ask the student yes/no and 
`t~ 
short answer questions. The teacher noted, "Most of the things we have her do are yes/no and 
really short answer" Teacher Interview, October 1S, 2005; Teacher Logbook, September 30, 
2005, Classroom Observation, October 21, 2005, The adults and peers working with the 
student often asked these types of questions, simply to save time. The limitations of the 
device due to time, also limited the amount of flexibility the teacher and student had during 
the scl~ool day. 
F'l~~~ibili~~.,
The last barrier identified was flexibility. Flexibility in this case study referred to the 
device and its ability to change or be changed according to current circumstances. The 
teacher participant often complained that the I~ynamyte could not be used to engage the 
student. in spontaneous classroom conversations with teachers and peers. "It's just not. 
spont~.eous at all" (Teacher Interview, October 18, 2005}. For example, if a conversation 
got. slightly off topic, the student. couldn't participate because the information was not. pre- 
progranln~ed into her device Teacher Interview, October 18, 2005; Classroom Observation, 
October I~, 2005). In this case, the student was limited in participating and contributing in 
the conversations using the L~ynan~yte. 
mother vvay the Dyna~nyte lacked flexibility was when the device did not have 
enough information programmed onto it. The student. raised her hand to provide a response, 
but then pressed a blank button on the Dynamyte (Classroom Observation, ~eptelnber 21, 
200, October 1 ~, 2005; Teacher Logbook, October 11, 2000. The teacher noted that. one 
day, the student. communicated she was sad, but pointed to a blank button when asked why 
{Teacher Logbook, October 11, 2005}. Later, she was part of a group creating classroom 
rules, and again raised her hand to provide a response, and pressed a blank button (Classroo~-n 
~~ 
observation, october 21, 200~~. During her one-to-one speech class, she raised her hand and 
got the teacher's attention and then pressed a blanl~ button ~~lassroom observation, October 
1~, X005}, The assistive technology device did not. provide the flexibility needed by the 
student that allowed her to say what she wanted. 
The four barriers that emerged in this case study were reliability, consistency, time, 
and flexibility. These barriers along ~jith the benefits help detern~.ine the degree to which this 
student. was successful in these educational settings. 
Summary 
The special education teacher who participated in this ease study wor.~ed with a 
fourth grade student using a Dynamyte, a high technology assistive technology device. The 
student. used her assistive technology throughout the school day. The e~.pect.ations for the 
student. varied due to the setting, teacher, and the instr~.ictional purpose. 
This chapter answered several questions. First., research question one found the 
student. to accomplish academic worl~ in spelling, math and comprehension as well as for 
initiating conversat-ion. by using the assistive technology in various classroan~ settings. i`~e~.t., 
research question two found con~n~unication, instructional tasl~s, and social gains as benefits 
to the student. Finally, research question three found reliability, consistency, tinge, and 
fle~.ibility to be the major barriers that. emerged in this case study. 
collectively the three research questions helped gather data to better understand the 
benefits and ba~Tiers encountered byi the teacher participant_ while serving a student. who used 
an assistive technology device. The nest chapter discusses those findings and provides 
several recommendations to assist. those who have students rising assistive technology. 
CHAP't~~I~ v. ~vERVIEw 1-~l~ I~ISCIJ~SI~N 
This chapter discusses the findings of this case study. First a brief over~Jiew of the 
study will be given and how the researcher as a participant will be used to enhance the 
richness of this study. I~e~~t the results and findings will be su~n~narized bristly and include 
connections to the existing literature base. Finally, recanunendatians will be shared that offer 
suggestions to inform the use of a.ssistive technology in classrooms. 
Overview of the study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the benefits and barriers encountered by 
a teacher serving a student. with special needs who used a.n assistive technology device in 
various classroom. settings. Specific information was gathered using classroom observations, 
interviews, and a daily teacher logbook. Themes that emerged from the data were coded and 
e~a~nined to best determine the existing benefits and barriers this special education teacher 
encountered when working with a. student using high-end assistive technology-. 
The classroom observations occurred in different settings with the nu3nber of peers 
varying upon the t~fpe of situation. The goal aI` the observations was to see how the student 
used the I~yna~nyte in the educational setting. The large group setting showed the student 
with peers in a fourth grade classroom. The first sma11 group setting observed was during a 
reading group conducted in the teacher participant's special education classroo~~, the other 
was in a science class located in a second special education teacher's classrao~n. The last 
setting way a small room with anl~r the speech teacher and the student. 
The inter~7iews with the teacher participant helped to discover the benefits and 
barriers encountered in a typical school day working with a student using an assistive 
technology device, in this case the I~yna~nyte. The teacher shared what went well with the 
~~ 
Dynan~yte, and what frustrations occurred when using this device. The detailed information 
from the interviews, absery ations and teacher information were coded into the~~es that led to 
the findings of the study. 
Researcher as a Participant 
Personal experiences encountered by the researcher were added into this study to help 
develop the findings, including the barriers and benefits. The experience came from six a.nd a. 
half years of special education experience serving students with special needs and working 
with ~%arious assistive technology devices. The vast assistive technology experience included 
a Dynamyte similar to the one used by the student in this study. 
Results and Discussion 
The overall findings in this study go beyond typical quantitative surveys listing 
specif ~c barriers and benefits found by classroom teachers Parker, Buckley, Truesdell, 
Rigglo, ~`ollins &Boardman, 1990; V~ehmeyer et al., 1 ~~~}. The findings in this case study 
produced specific details from. the teacher participant listing four barriers and three benefits 
that stood out. In addition this research study `vas able to determine reasons why specific 
benefits and barriers existed. 
Research question Cane 
Research question one asked what instructional tasks were accomplished by the 
student using an assistive technology device during the school day. Instructional tasks as a 
benefit a.re discussed further as a. part of research questions three, the benefits, The 
instructional tasks completed by using assistive technology are obvious benefits to the 
student including working towards her goal on her IEP to daily classroom work (~`lassroo~n 
~bservanon, October 21, ~ ooh }. In this case study, the instructional benefits identi~ ed as a 
result of the assistive technology device, the I~ynamyte, really depended on the teacher 
working with the student. For example, the instructional benefit identified during speech was 
initiating conversation. This was a goal on the student's IEP. 
The teacher participant discovered other instructional tasks accomplished by the 
student including; answering co~r~prehension questions, using the Dynamyte as a calculator 
for rna.th, a.nd spelling wards during a. spelling exam Teacher Logbook, October 5, 2x05, 
October 1 ~ , ? 005, October 1 ~, 2005, October 19, 2005 }. 
Research question Two 
Research question two focused on the benefits gained as a result of using assistive 
technology far instructional tasks in an educational setting, The three benefits identified in 
this study were benefits also found in previous studies Ashton, 2000; T.~erer, F~olsgrove r 
Rieth, 1 ~~~}. Communication, instructional uses, and social gains were the benefits cited by 
the teacher participant in this study. 
~'c~~~~~~~~~~~~7 ~c~trQn 
~Derer, Polsgrove and Rieth ~ 1.99} found that communication was a benefit identif￼ed 
through their data analysis. This supports the findings in this particular study where using 
assistive technology for communication was a benefit to the student. According to the 
Dynavox website (http:/~www.dy~~avoxtech.com} the maker of the Dynamyte, 
co~nnlunication is one area the Dyna~nyte was shown to be used in an instructional setting. 
The student in this case used the I~yna~nyte to co~~nm_unicate basic needs in a. voice that others 
can understand, This mirrors a study by Ashton X2000} where assistive technology ~Tas used 
tort is e~:act reason. 
In addition, the Dyna~nyte enhanced communication between the student's ha~ne and 
school. specifically, the communication device was used as a communication channel 
between the teacher and the parents, and between the student and the parents, as directed by 
the teacher. For exaanple, the teacher typed in a message for the parents to listen to when the 
student got home. This purpose encouraged using the assistive technology device at home. 
one drawback occurred as a result of the student not being motivated to Shaw a. message to 
her parents. The teacher participant cited an example of when this happened during a 
classroom project. The special education teacher wrote a note in the assistive technology 
device for the student to share ~Tith her parents about a teepee project constructed on the 
playground. The parents later shared at conferences that they did not know it was on there. 
Although an assistive technology device can facilitate ca~n~nunicatian between home and 
school, there is still a human factor that is needed to make these interactions successful. 
~n.~~tr~uct~~n~:~l. ~~s~esf 
The instructional benefits to the student who used the assistive technalagy device, 
was observed during speech class. Initiating conversation is a specific goal listed on the 
student's IEP. The speech teacher required all student ca~nxnunications to be done using the 
device, This forced the student to initiate conversation when she wanted attention. The 
teacher participant also shared that the student used her I3ynamyte to answer calnprehension 
questions from a story with pages previously created. 
From observations, interviews and the teacher logbook, instructional benefits realized 
in the fourth grade general cla.ssraam included using the assistive technalagy device as a 
calculator or leading the class in the Pledge of Allegiance or the Character Counts Pledge. 
Derer, Polsgrove, and Rieth (196) discussed students using assistive technology to be part 
of classroa~ll e~:periences that ~~rould be Jiff icu~t without the use of assistive technology. Th.e 
student does not have a voice that others could understand, so the assistive technology device 
provided her with an opportunity to participate. The student could also use her device to 
verbally spell her weekly spelling words in the classroom, making her part of the learning 
environment, 
Instructional benefit to the special education teacher occurred when she had time to 
set up a specific lesson with predetermined questions andf`or answers programmed on the 
~ynamyte, so that the student could fully participate in classroom 1.nstruction. when the 
student participated during classraanl instruction it helped the student to socialize with her 
peers. 
~~'~~elr~~ ~~~~7~~ 
one specific type of social benefit for the student was realized and vas not expected 
by the researcher or found in past research. Social gains cited in past literature were due 
mostly to adaptations made within the environments. IIulme, Poor, Schulein, and Pezzino 
~ 19 ~~ ~ found through the use of different positioning devices, students were given access to 
classroom situations that provided them social opportun~t~es. This device, the Dyna.myte, 
actually elicited conversation between the student and her peers out of curiosity. Classmates 
came up to the student and initiated conversations with her, because of their curiosity 
towards the device, asking wh~~t it eras, and what it did Teacher Interview, September ? ~, 
205, Qctaber 1 S, 2flfl~). 
Another social benefit identified was similar to one cited in past research. I-Iuntinger 
et al. (19~~} report an increase in students learning social behaviors while using an assistive 
technology device. Although it was not entirely successful in the study at all tunes, the 
''t9 
student learned to ask questions and Initiated conversations with other students and teachers. 
With this student., using the assistive technology device was not always a preferred option. It 
was evident that the student had formed a group of friends or some teachers that 
con~~nunicated with her, and ~nanv off' those conversations did not require her to use the 
Dyna~nyte. Many tunes, using her voice had become a preferred method of co~n~nunication 
between her and others (Classroom C~bser~7atians, September 28, 2005, October 1$, 2005, 
October 21, 2005; Teacher Intervie~v, September 28, 2005, CJctober 18, 2005; Teacher 
Logbook, September ~0, 2005, October 7, 2005, October 17, 2005}. while this worked in 
some situations, as discussed in Chapter dour, not everyone understood the student's voice. 
This keeps the option of using the student voice from being an effective long-term solution. 
Research question Three 
Research question three determined the barriers that existed when high-end assistive 
technology devices are integrated into a student's Iea.rning environment. farriers for the 
teacher participant have existed and still exist, preventing the student from reaching the long-
term goal of initiating conversation. The three primary barriers identified in this study were 
tune, consistency, and reliability, similar to those found in other studies (Huntinger, ~tohanson 
& Stoneburner, 1996; Mc~regor ~ Pachuski, 1996}. Another barrier, flexibility vas not 
found in previous studies in this area. 
~`x~~~e 
Tune is a barrier associated with using assistive technology that was frequently 
mentioned in the published research ~Derer, Polsgrove c~ Rieth, 1996; Huntinger, et al., 
1996; c~regor ~ Pachuski, 1990. Tune covers many areas including: time to program and 
set up the device for student use, as well as wart tune if the device ~~ras broken or not 
~tl 
charged. Tune to prepare tl~.e device for student use, ~~vas found to be a barrier in surveys 
conducted by '~ehmeyer (199}, Derer, Polsgrove, and Reith (19~~}, McGregor a.nd 
Pachuski ~ 199 j and Huntinger, ,Tohanson, and Stoneburner ~ 199~). .According to I-luntinger 
et al., one teacher even refused to learn an assistive technology device because it took. too 
much of her tune. 
In this study, the student vas not. observed using the a.ssistive technology device in 
the large group fourth grade classroom setting, the small group science class, or parts of the 
reading class. The teachers simply did not have the tune to program pages into the Dyna~nyte 
that related to all the content being taught. Derer et al. ~ 19~~} also noted the lack of time as a 
barrier, both in the time for training as well as the tune to prepare the equipment for use. 
These findings help confirm that time is a huge barrier for teachers who are working with 
students using an assistive technology device. Personally, as a special education teacher 
myself, the majority of the programming occurred at my home to overcome the time barrier 
at school. Although that helped overcome the time barrier at school, it created another barrier 
related to access. If the device ~~~vas with me, then the student was not able to use it at home. 
There is another issue related to wait tune. This occurred when the student and. staff 
had to ~va.it on the company to repair the assistive technology device when it does not work. 
when the device was being repaired, the teachers, student, and parent had to wait for the 
device to be returned before the student could use it. As the teacher participant indicated, " it 
takes a lot of tune to wait for the device to be sent in, repaired, a.nd returned" (Teacher 
Intervie~~, September 28, 2~05~. 
SI 
-~ C.: c~~~~s~ ~As~~~~~c~~? 
~ansistency, defined in chapter four as the ability to maintain assistive technology 
usage throughout different situations during the student. day, was the second major barrier 
identil~ed in this study. IVlc~regor and I'achuski (1 ~~6} identified consistency as a barrier 
when they discussed the problem with teachers unable to modify instruction to meet student 
needs while using an assistive technology device. This finding vas observed in this study in 
the large classroom setting. The format of'this setting was largely lecture and whale group 
questioning. It would be difficult for any student to participate in this type of setting if they 
could not talk and even mare sa when the device made to assist them cannot accurately 
reflect the lesson's content. Fence, the student was unable to participate and the device was 
not used. 
Huntinger, Johnson, and Stoneburner ~ 1 ~9~} discussed another aspect of consistency 
in the difference a.mang attitudes towards assistive technology and how that ca.n affect the 
usage. In their study, the student's teacher refused to learn to program an assistive technology 
device ` because it would take too much of her time" gyp. 23}. when this occurs, the student 
lacked the consistency needed to be successful with the assistive technology device on a 
daily basis. 
Lacy of consistency between home and school can be a frequently cited problem. 
Todis and walker ~ 1'93} noted the lack of parental support was a significant barrier to 
student success using assistive technology. The teacher participant in this study stressed the 
irnpartance of consistency bets=een home and Schaal and confirmed the need far parental 
support from home. The teachers supported and used the I~ynamyte at school when possible, 
but the parents in this study did not use it as consistently as the teachers would have liked. 
52 
According to the teacher participant, that was a barrier for successfully using assistive 
technology (Teacher Interview, CJctober 18, 2~~5). 
In any own observations, I noted additional consistency barriers associated with the 
student in the fo~.~r different instructional settings observed. lvluch of the different-e nay be 
accounted far by the number of students in a given setting. In the small group, one-ta-one 
setting, the student was expected to communicate on1~7 using her device. But. as other students 
were added into the settings the teachers lacked the individual time needed to ensure that the 
student was using her assistive technology device consistently at all ti~~nes. 
Rel. ~~-~~ i ~~~v 
Far the student. to experience success, the device must be reliable and work when it is 
needed. The teacher and student often encountered times when the device was not working. 
DLtring this study, the I~ynam.yte came to school ante ar twice a weep with the battery 
needing charged. The device also experienced reliability issues when it would not turn off or 
it constantly repeated wards. The device was also sent into the company to be repaired, and 
the student was forced to function during the day without any communication device other 
than her voice. Even when the device was reliable and being used an a consistent basis, it 
still might lack the flexibility. 
.~~~.~ l ~1 l~l ~~ 
The student required the sa~~e flexibility from an assistive technology device that a 
peer ~.ight have with their voice. I.Tnfortunately, with this assistive technology device, the 
complexity of the machine along ~~ith the student's limitations did not allow for flexibility 
throughout the school day. Far example, when the student wanted to communicate and the 
button she needed was not pragra~n~~ned an her device, she pressed a blank button. This 
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indicated to the staff that she had so~~.ething to say, but vas unable to communicate those 
thoughts using the device. The device had the capabilities to freely type a message for peers, 
but in this case, the student's limitations did not allow her to do this to comn~.unicate. When 
pragram~-ning the device it Was almost impossible to plan far every passible variable that 
coL~Id arise in student-to-student conversations and student-teacher conversations. If this 
barrier of flexibility could be overcame, the student and teachers ~Tould experience more 
successes While using the assistive technology device in the classroom setting. 
~ecaminendatians 
This case study explored and presented the benefits and barriers encountered by a 
special. education teacher serving a student With special. needs using an high-end assistive 
technology device. San1e changes in assistive technology usage are needed for it to be 
effective far the teacher, parents and students. Barriers co~n~non to the teacher in this study 
included: reliability, consistency, time, a.nd flexibility. 
I~~a~jor irnprove~nents to these barriers, as explained previously, are needed for the 
student and teacher to maximize successes bath in the school ~►etting and far the future. 
Hence, the following five reco~nlnendations are suggested to help averco~ne the current 
existing barriers: provide alternatives, consistent expectations, share a common goal, make it 
benet~cial to the student, and assistive technology support 
Provide Alternatives 
Since a.ssistive technologyT devices are not a.l~vays relial'~le, alternative solutions must 
be available and provided, Same barriers cannot be avoided, such as when a device quits 
working ar needs the battery charged. Ta eliminate this issue cif' the battery not being 
charged, a schedule could be put into place that documents When the charging will occur. 
Overnight charging at hone nay be an ideal tune to do it. Another passible alternative would 
be to have a back-up battery at school that always remains charged. 
Other alternatives must be put in place for when the assistive technology device is not 
present. These alternatives will probably not be as effective or convenient as using the 
assistive techn©logy device, but can still provide the student and teachers with options other 
than the student's voice. In this case, an alternative tool for th~~ student might. be a notebook 
with pictures. The teacher participant actually suggested such an option Teacher Interview 
October 1 ~, 2~0 ?  `}. This would allow the student an alternative to initiate conversation as 
stated in the student's IEP. 
consistent expectations 
The expectations between home and school regarding -the a.ssistive technology device 
should be the same, according to the teacher participant (Teac:her Interview, October 1 ~, 
?005}. The expectations between teachers in the school sett~n~; must be the same as well. 
According to the teacher participant., the long-.range goal far the student using the assistive 
technology device, the I3yna~n~Tte, ``would be that she could e~:press her needs ... .answer 
questions, when somebody asks her a question" Teacher Interview, September 2S, 2005). 
The teacher also noted it would be really nice if the student} could converse with. others, but 
currently didn't see that happening. If the Tong-range plan far :this student was to express her 
needs using the assistive technology device, then the teachers :.fnust be consistent with the 
device throughout their day. when the student moves from room to room, a policy must be in 
place so that. the device moves with her and is always available far student use. The teachers 
must share and participate in this co~n~non goal. 
~~ 
Share a ~om.~non Goal 
The teachers a.nd parents should meet and determine the common goal far the student 
using the assistive technology device. once the goal is set, the teachers must. put forth equal 
effort to help the student meet this gaal. If the goal is far the student to initiate conversation 
using her assistive technology device, then all teachers need tc~ expect that the student will 
anly initiate conversations by using her device and not. give her attention when she initiates 
conversation with touch or her voice, similar to the method the speech teacher currently uses. 
The student ~~ill then begin to see the benefits of using her ass ~ stive technology device and 
hopefully will begin to use it more. 
1`~ake it Beneficial to the Student. 
If~ the student sees the purpose behind using the device and is consistently encouraged 
to use assistive technology device, it will begin to become part of what she does during the 
school day. The student must e~.perience success using the device before it ~~~ill become 
important far her each day. Teachers need to find a motivating factor for the student such as 
lunch, recess ar a preferred activity and only allow the student to participate ~~Then she has 
initiated a question through the use of h.er device. once she has mastered the use of her 
assistive technology in these areas, then gradually expand it to other areas until y_ou have the 
student using the assistive technology device consistently during the Schaal day. Also, if 
there is the consistency between school and home, it will be made even more apparent of the 
benefits this assistive technology device can hold. 
Assistive Technology Support 
Assistive technology support is an area greatly needed to rnaxilnize the potential that 
assistive technology could have in an educational setting. If there is a problem with the 
~~ 
device. the teacher needs to end the support to fix the assistive technology device. Currently 
there are na alternatives in place for v~~hen the device isn't worl~ing Teacher Interview, 
September ? 8, 2~a5}. This could be accomplished in one of` two ways. First, provide 
atld~tional teacher training so the teacher can address more technical issues. Second, 
additional support could be given by having an "on-call" representative froth the 
schooUdistrict technology personnel to provide assistance when the device isn't ` working 
during the school day. By eliminating the amount of` tune an assistive technology device is 
gone for repair there is more tune for learning through instructional tasks, which is the 
ultimate goal for this student. 
Conclusion 
~7ltimately if a student is to benefit from assistive technology, teachers .must feel 
supported and the student should be encouraged to reach her full potential while using the 
device. Teachers must treat the device a.s the student's voice and expect to hear it in the same 
way they would hear a student's voice without a disability. When using high-end technology 
assistive devices teachers must be given the time to prepare and organize lessons and time to 
then program. many of these devices. Solutions are required that will assist teachers who are 
desperately trying to canned curriculum with the functions of these high technology devices. 
~ssistive technology can be a valuable tool for a student with special needs. It can 
provide many benefits including co~n~nunicatian, instructional, and social as shown in this 
study. I-fawever, before these successes can be realized, ~~nan~T e~lsting barriers must be 
avercorne. The barriers identified in this study were reliability, consistency, tune, and 
fle~lb~llty. 
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I~IcC~regor and Fachusl~i ~; l ~9~} conducted a study entitled, "~ssistive Technology in 
schools: ire Teachers ~.eady, Able and Supported?" gip. ~}. Teachers must be prepared to 
worl~ with students who will use assistive technologies in their classrooms. l-~ssistive 
technologies are present in schools and teachers must be trained on how to use and program 
these devices. when an assistive technology device fails, the teachers should be supported 
and have a plan in place for a. possible alternative for the student. Finally, the goal is for all 
students to have the opportunity for an education. If assisfiive technologies are the means for 
same students to experience ultimate success in classrooms, then steps ~~ust be taken to 
guarantee that the benefits will outweigh the barriers associated with their use. 
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~~P~~II~I B: Teacher Interview ~uestians 
CJh~aining Background Infarrnatian 
I.. I-~ow long have you ~~ orked with the student? 
2. what type of device does this student use? 
~. why was the student selected t.o receive assistive technology services`? 
~. what autcanles are expected as a result of the assistive technology device`s 
~. mow successful do you feel the student has been in the classroom as a result of the 
addition of her assistive technology device`? 
~. what things would you change with the device? why would you change therr~`~ 
~~ 
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APP~:~~Ix I~; Teacher Interview questions 
Teacher questions and ~ssistive~ Technology Inforn-~ation 
~)2~~'~~~ZC~YI~.fi 
Teacher interview questions ~~=ill be open-ended to encourage a free flow of 
con~~ersation and to discourage short yes/no responses. The questions may include but a.re 
not. limited to the following: 
1. ghat is your det~nition of assistive technology'? 
~_ Describe the types of assistive technology devices students have used in the 
classroom for instructional ta.s~s. 
~. ~Iow are assistive technology services acquired for students? for students who use 
"high Technology" devices? 
4. Describe ways that the assisti~~e devices~s~ are used by the student for instructional 
tasks during the school day. 
5. what does the student gain (how does hei~she benefit acade~r~ically) as a result off` 
using the assistive technology device in the classroom`? 
~6. how ~~7ould the students instructional education plan be altered if he/she did not ha~~e 
access to the assistive device on a daily basis`? 
~. what alternati~~es are in place in the absence of the assistive technology`s 
~. what spec~~c barriers have you or the student encountered when using the asslst~ve 
technology device for daily instructional tasl~s? 
9. ~.re any steps in place to overcome the current. barriers? What. are the next steps? 
1 ~. what barriers are dift~cult to overcome and ~vhy`? 
1 I. Tell about ~~~hat success the student. has seen as a result of the assistive tec~r~ology. 
~~ 
APP~DI E: Teacher Interview Questions 
Follov~ ~p Questions 
1. Describe this school. [urban or a Rural Setting? 
~. what 1s the average class s1~e 1n thls school`? 
3. Describe the st-uclent's ~.ay'~? 
~. I-Io~v ~clould you describe the type of programming. Full Inclusion/Pull Qut 
~. How reliable is the device you ~arl~ ~ith`~ 
~, I-Io~v satisfied. are you ~%ith the device? 
~~ 
~1PP~~DI~ F 
I~~Tnam~te b~ D~na~To 
www.d~navo~sys.conl
(This T~~namyte system has now become an outdated assistive technology because of the 
new technologies created by the I~yna~o~ company. 
Sp~eci~c~.tian~ 
weight.: ~.~ pounds 
i Ze: ~" ~ ~„ ~ ~•~ 
I~ispla~.T: ~.~'° diagonal with o ~ o resolution 
access and selection Methods: Touch screen with adujust-able release times, torch ent-er 
node, and audio touch, 
speech output 
Menlor~~: limb ~nemoryr card 
Cost: $~,3~~ ~de~ice is no longer a~~ailable to purchase from Dynavox. I~ew technologies 
have replaced created by ~yna~o~ ha~re replaced it} 
~~ 
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